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SUMMARY We compare the numerical results for electron
direct tunneling currents for single gate oxides� ON� and ONO�
structures� We demonstrate that stacked dielectrics can keep the
tunneling currents a few orders of magnitude lower than electro�
statically equivalent single oxides� We also discuss the impact of
gate material and of the modeling of electron transport in silicon�
key words� stacked dielectrics� direct tunneling� Schr�odinger

equation

�� Introduction

Scaling the gate SiO� thickness below �nm will lead
to high direct tunneling leakage currents and thus will
require to use alternative materials with high � like ni�
tride� TaO�� TiO�� or BST� This allows to increase the
physical thickness d �and thus the tunneling barrier� of
the layer while keeping the same equivalent thickness
dequiv�

dequiv �
�ox
�
d�

where �ox and � are the dielectric constants of silicon
dioxide and the material in question� respectively� In
practice� it is also desirable to keep the excellent prop�
erties of the Si�SiO� interface� To combine the best of
both worlds� stacked dielectrics with an oxide layer di�
rectly on the silicon substrate and a high�� layer on top
of it are favorable�

From a simulation point of view� the problem with
stacked dielectrics is that simple WKB�based formulas
for tunneling cease to work� because they rely on the
assumption of a trapezoidal tunnel barrier� It is possi�
ble to generalize these models by splitting the barrier
into several trapezoidal parts� However� the numerical
cost increases with increasing complexity of the barrier�
For complicated structures� more general approaches
become more attractive as their performance disadvan�
tage decreases�

We applied a tunneling formula based on the nu�
merical solution of the 	D�Schr
odinger equation to
the problem� where all barrier shapes are admissible�
We studied the tunneling currents for electrostatically
equivalent oxide� ON and ONO barriers and analyzed
the results�
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Fig� � Band structure dependent energy range for which the
Schr�odinger equation is solved �vertical arrow� and Schr�odinger
zone as a function of energy �horizontal arrows��

�� Theory

We start from the solutions of the 	D�Schr
odinger equa�
tion �
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�z�direction perpendicular to the interface�� where �
labels the silicon conduction band valleys� m�

z is the
z�component of the eective mass and V the total po�
tential� comprised of a band edge part and electrostatic
contributions� The eigensolutions ���

i � E
�
i � are com�

puted for energies from the lowest potential point in
the Si up to the maximum potential in the structure�
The Schr
odinger equation is solved for a zone that cov�
ers the entire channel and extends up to the �energy�
dependent� gate�side turning point� Fig� 	 sketches en�
ergetic and spatial regions of integration�

At the end points of the Schr
odinger zone� we
impose boundary conditions of the form j���i ���

i j �p
�m�

z jE�
i � V j��h� where the potential V and the z�

component of the eective mass� m�
z � are taken at the

respective end points of the Schr
odinger zone� These
boundary conditions contain the implicit assumption
that outside the Schr
odinger zone� V and m�

z keep the
values they take at its out�most point� The deviation
of the actual values from these assumed values repre�
sents a perturbation for the bound states� Due to this
perturbation the states decay into the gate�

The decay rate is determined using Bardeen�s
method of the time dependent perturbation theory �	��
Fermi�s Golden Rule for the decay rate �j��k from a
state �j� �� into a state k reads
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where the matrix element Mk�j� is given as

Mk�j� �
�h�

�mz �z��
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z� is the gate�side end point of the Schr
odinger zone�
The special aspect of Bardeen�s method that shows up
in this equation is that two dierent complete systems
of states are used� The �rst of them is determined nu�
merically using the Hamiltonian and the boundary con�
ditions described above� States in this base are labeled
by a subband index j and a valley index � and can be
thought to be located in the channel� The other system
is the gate system of states� denoted by a subscript �G��
For this system we make a WKB approximation assum�
ing a potential that agrees to the correct potential in
the gate and the insulator barrier� We �nd
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EG and mG are the conduction band energy and the
eective mass in the gate� respectively� mins is the ef�
fective mass in the barrier layer next to the gate and
LG is the size of the gate� We assume the spectrum in
the gate to be characterized by the 	D density of states

D� �E �EG� �

r
m�
G

�E

LG
�h�

	

and thus have replaced the discrete index k in Eq� ���
by a the continuous energy index E�

Then� from Eq� ���� the current density can be ob�
tained by an integration over all states�
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with �E � E�
i � �	 �m�

xy�mG�E� �f denotes the dif�
ference of the Fermi functions in gate and channel� and
m�

xy is the eective mass in the cannel in direction par�
allel to the interface�

�� Implementation

The numerical procedure to solve Eq� �	� starts by
guessing an eigenvalue E�

i and inserting it into the

poly

oxide

silicon

Fig� � �D devices are treated by solving the �D�problem on
�D slices� indicated by the bold vertical lines of the tensor grid
in the channel region�

Schr
odinger equation� The resulting ordinary dier�
ential equation is then solved for the left and the right
part of the Schr
odinger zone using the CPM�	� method
���� If the partial solutions can be matched at a prop�
erly chosen intermediate point� the guessed value was
really an eigenvalue� otherwise� the mismatch allows to
compute a better estimate ����

In order to calculate the correct tunnel current
from Eq� �	� and Eq� ���� a su�cient number of eigen�
solutions has to be considered� For strong negative gate
biases this number can be quite large �in the hundreds��
because most of the electrons injected from the gate
have a high energy�

For �D�structures� tunneling currents can be ob�
tained by splitting the device into several slices per�
pendicular to the insulator�silicon interface as sketched
in Fig� �� For each slice� a 	D quantum mechanical
problem is solved� The total tunneling current is ob�
tained by summing over all slices� To enable slicing
of the Schr
odinger zone� we use a tensor grid in this
region� This allows us to take the grid lines perpendic�
ular to the interface to solve the quantum mechanical
problem on� without the need of interpolation�

While this way we are able to simulate idealized ge�
ometries where each material layer has a uniform thick�
ness� we are not able to treat realistic devices with non�
planar interfaces and laterally varying layer thicknesses
���� due to the intrinsic one�dimensionality of our ap�
proach� Since tunneling currents are very sensitive to
the insulator thickness� our method is quantitatively
valid only for simple test devices� For realistic MOS�
FETs it can only give qualitative information�

�� Simulation Results

We present results for capacitors with n
�poly and alu�
minum gates� respectively� and for an n�channel MOS�
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Fig� � Simulated gate currents of MIS capacitors with poly
gate containing oxide �O�� oxide�nitride �ON�� and oxide�nitride�
oxide �ONO� dielectrics with physical thickness as indicated in
the text� The lines are results for 
xed quasi Fermi potential�
symbols are for full self�consistent computation�

FET with n
�poly gate� obtained with the device simu�
latorDessis�ISE���� In the program� the �ux of tunnel�
ing carriers �Eq� �� across the interface between silicon
and dielectric yields a local generation�recombination
rate� Three dierent gate dielectrics are compared with
each other � a �� �nm single SiO�� an oxide�nitride
�ON� stack with 	 nm SiO� and � nm Si�N on top� and
an oxide�nitride�oxide �ONO� stack with  �� nm SiO��
� nm Si�N� and  �� nm SiO� �� all systems having an
equivalent oxide thickness of �� �nm�

In all cases the following parameters were used!
�Si � 			"� �Ox � �	#� �Ni � "	�� mOx � mNi �
 	��m�� mAlu �  	��m�� 
Si � �	 � eV� 
Ox �  	# eV�

Ni � 		# eV� 
Poly � �	 � eV� $Alu � �	�� eV�
EF�Alu � 			" eV� EG�Ox � #eV� EG�Ni � �eV� The
eective masses in the poly gate were treated as in sil�
icon� The doping concentrations were chosen as N


D �
��	 �� cm�� in the poly gate and N�

A � ��	 �� cm��

in silicon�
Fig� � shows the gate currents of the MIS capaci�

tors with poly gate� The lines were obtained neglecting
the feedback of the tunnel current on the Fermi level�
whereas the symbols give the results of a fully self�
consistent treatment� Both approaches give identical
currents as long as the tunnel barrier is the dominant re�
sistance in the structure� This holds for a wide range of
negative and for very small positive gate voltages� For
negative gate voltages the electrons are injected from
the gate into the silicon� From there they can easily �ow
to the back contact without encountering another bar�
rier� Therefore� the current is mainly determined by the
insulator barrier and only at very strong negative volt�
ages limitations for the electron �ux in the silicon be�

d

ε Φ
ε

dequiv

oxΦox

Fig� � Comparison of a thick� low barrier and a thin� high
barrier� By looking at the area of the cut o� triangles� it can be
seen that the thick barrier is more reduced by an applied voltage
than the thin barrier�

come visible �see Fig� ��� For positive gate voltages the
structure is similar to a reverse biased pn�diode� Only
for very small voltages the current is determined by the
insulator barrier� Even for moderate positive bias the
current is limited by the generation of electrons in the
depletion zone� Therefore� the full self�consistent com�
putation of the electron transport gives currents signif�
icantly lower than those obtained with the simpli�ed
treatment� However� the results of the latter are not
completely meaningless� In MISFETs� electrons can be
provided via source and drain contacts� Thus� tunnel�
ing currents obtained by full self�consistent calculations
of MISFETs �see Fig� "� are similar to those obtained
for MIS�diodes in the simpli�ed treatment�

At low positive and negative gate voltages� the di�
electrics containing nitride suppress the current at small
gate voltages by ��� orders of magnitude with negligible
dierence between ON and ONO� In Fig� �� a shoulder
at �		�V appears because the gate Fermi level aligns
with the silicon conduction band edge� The sharp struc�
ture in the case of ONO around ��	�V originates from
the resonance when the gate Fermi level crosses the
triangular�shaped ONO potential well�

At high positive and negative gate voltage the ad�
vantage of the barriers containing nitride disappears�
The reason is that� for a given voltage drop� the barrier
reduction for a thick barrier is larger than for a thin
barrier� Figure � illustrates this�

The eect of the two dierent gate materials in the
case of a single oxide is demonstrated in Fig� �� The
MOS diode with poly gate yields a larger current than
the diode with aluminium gate because of the smaller
work function dierence� which leads to a barrier height
reduction of  �� eV� This is shown in Fig� % for vari�
ous gate voltages� The dierence is particularly pro�
nounced before �at�band conditions are reached� Be�
cause of the dierent energetic distance between gate
Fermi level and silicon conduction band edge� the ex�
ponential tail of the distribution function in the gate
has a large eect�

Gate and drain currents versus gate voltage at a
drain bias of 	V of an n�channel MOSFET with �  nm
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Fig� � Simulated gate currents of MIS capacitor with single
oxide dielectric� Comparison between aluminum gate and poly
gate� The lines are results for 
xed quasi Fermi potential� sym�
bols are for full self�consistent computation�
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Fig� � Comparison of band edges in oxide ��� nm� and chan�
nel for devices with poly and aluminium gate

gate length� �� nm eective channel length� 	�m chan�
nel width� source&drain extension depths of � nm� and
deep source&drain junction depths of % nm are shown
in Fig� "� The dielectrics containing nitride suppress
the gate current by ��� orders of magnitude�

For negative gate voltage� the tunnel current in the
ONO structure exceeds the current in the ON struc�
ture� whereas for positive gate voltage the situation is
reversed� For moderate voltage drop� this is due to the
dierence in the dielectric constant of Si and nitride�
As the �eld is stronger in the material with lower di�
electric constant �SiO��� the resistance of the overall
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Fig� 	 Gate and drain currents versus gate voltage at a drain
bias of �V of an n�channel MOSFET with di�erent gate di�
electrics�
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Fig� 
 Conduction band in a ON and a ONO structure� for a
negative voltage �left� and for a positive voltage �right��

barrier is larger� if this material is on the side of the
positively biased contact� Fig� � illustrates this� For
bigger voltage drop or high energetic electrons the con�
duction band of the insulators can be reached �Fowler�
Nordheim regime� and this simple picture is rendered
insu�cient�

Fig� " shows that threshold voltage and sub�
threshold swing are independent of the insulator sys�
tem since the equivalent oxide thickness is the same in
all cases and short�channel eects are not in�uenced
by the very small gate thickness�to�length aspect ratio�
For large negative gate bias a signi�cant amount of the
drain current is generated by tunneling electrons�

�� Summary

We have described a tunneling model based on the
numerical solutions of the 	D�Schr
odinger equation�
This model is applicable for barriers of arbitrary
shape� Embedding this model into the device simu�
lator Dessis�ISE enabled us to perform self�consistent
and �D calculations of device characteristics�

Comparing single oxide dielectrics to electrostati�
cally equivalent ON� and ONO�stacks� we have demon�
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strated that the latter can reduce the tunneling current
by several orders of magnitude� We have demonstrated
that also the gate material has a signi�cant impact on
tunneling at low gate voltages�
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